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It takes courage and guts to admit in public the pathetic reality of our Assyrian nation. The Assyrian
political groups are mainly paper-like run by the Kurds, the church leaders are polarizing the people
and are seeking self glorification, and do not have cooperation as the main goal of their activities. The
main goal of these groups and leaders is not Assyria – they claim so though.
How could any true Assyrian accept the following public conversation between Mar Meelis, the
Archbishop of the Assyrian Church of the East and Masoud Barzani, president of the Kurdish region at
the time during a recent synod of the Assyrian Church of the East in Arbil, northern Iraq?

“Mar Melis: All Assyrians have a special love in their hearts for your Excellency.
Masoud Barzani: By God, that is a mutual feeling.
Mar Melis: This feeling is from the days of Mar Dinkha who had a good
relationship with you."
Did ALL Assyrians give Mar Meelis the permission to express such praise to the enemy and oppressor
of the Assyrian people? Did the Chaldean Catholic Assyrians give Mar Meelis the permission to say
this? Did the Orthodox Assyrians give Mar Meelis that permission? Did the Presbyterian, Protestant, or
the atheist Assyrians give Mar Meelis such permission? The answers are emphatic no, no and no. Mar
Meelis is a bishop with the Assyrian Church of the East and he has perhaps a limited permission from
within his own church congregation to speak on their behalf, because some members within his own
church do not agree with his statement.
We have to look at ourselves and say why have Assyrians not advanced the national cause even after
100 years since WWI Genocide. The reason is that the individuals or paper-like groups that are
representing, or speaking on behalf of, the Assyrians, rightly or forcefully, are not genuine in their work
and are under the influence of the Assyrians’ enemies. The Assyrians have hundreds of religious, civic
and political institutions, but they have for all practical purposes one main Assyrian international
satellite. The Assyrians must empower ANB Sat because it is a true secular voice of the oppressed
Assyrians in the Middle East that spreads truth, exposes oppression and challenges Assyria’s enemies.
Why would bishops from the Assyrian Church of the East incite the congregation to boycott a secular
TV station? ANB Sat has a major conflict with the Kurdish authorities within the Kurdish region in
northern Iraq. The Kurdish security forces, Asayesh, and the Kurdish Interior Ministry have shut down
the doors of ANB Sat in Arbil. Think about it.
Do not be tribal and do not be sectarian. Be true Assyrians, secular Assyrians and open your minds and
hearts to the truth.
The conversation between Mar Meelis and M. Barzani is in this clip:
https://www.facebook.com/abridge.tonineveh/videos/3970479202998848

